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Note: Due to the limited space of habitat for villages, some Villages' names will not be appeared on this map.

Village Name
Pcode
Village Type Name
Pcode

Auk Paung (177765)
Auk Paung (177765)
Pyin Hpyu (177777)
Ah Htet Hti Khaing (177750)
Kyaung Naint (177785)
Kyaung Naint (177785)
Pu Law Kone (177753)
Pu Law Hpyar (177753)
Pa Wut Kone (177790)
Pa Wut Kone (177790)
Myo Haung (177755)
Myo Haung (177755)
Du Yin Pin Shaung (177852)
Du Yin Pin Shaung (177852)
Yae Shan (177821)
Yae Shan (177821)
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